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1. Jimmy is born. The year is 
unknown. He and his family live in 
the Modules (before age 5, pg. 26).

2. Jimmy befriends the pigoons at OrganInc Farms, 
his father’s workplace. He eats lunch with his father 
and Ramona on these work trips (5, pg. 26).

6. A few months after meeting Glenn, Jimmy’s mother 
abandons the family and takes Killer with her. He 
mourns the loss for months while being interrogated by 
CorpsSeCorps men (15, pg. 61).

5. Glenn (later known as Crake) attends HelthWyzer 
Public School as a new transfer student. Jimmy gives 
Glenn a tour of the school and they bond through an 
after-school trip to the mall (pg. 70-75).

4. Jimmy receives a pet rakunk as a 
tenth birthday present from his father. 
He names her Killer (10, pg. 50-52).

7. About a month after Crake’s mother dies, Jimmy and 
Crake graduate from high school. The ceremony auctions 
students off to colleges (pg. 173-176).

8. Jimmy attends Martha Graham to earn his college 
degree in Problematics (18, pg. 185-191).

11. Jimmy graduates college and gets an ad campaign 
job at AnooYoo (23 or 24, pg. 248-251).

12. Jimmy watches the video of his mother’s execution. 
The CorpSeCorps show him the video, which throws 
Jimmy into a depression (24, pg. 257-259).

9. Meanwhile, Crake attends Watson-Crick Institute 
for his Transgenics degree (pg. 185-191).

10. Crake gives Jimmy a tour of Watson-Crick, showing 
him the highly advanced projects of many students, such 
as wolvogs and ChickieNobs (pg. 199-206).

13. Crake finds Jimmy and offers him a new job, 
raising his spirits some. He then takes him to the 
Pleeblands, explaining that companies’ products are 
sold to the commoners there (pg. 288-289).

14. Jimmy starts working at RejoovenEsense 
Compound as the ad campaign manager. Crake 
explains the BlyssPluss pill (24, pg. 291-296).

17. Oryx seduces Jimmy, to his shock 
and pleasure (pg. 312).

16. Oryx meets Jimmy. No longer the young girl the 
boys watched on porn sites, she is the Craker’s teacher 
and Crake’s lover (pg. 308-311).

15. Crake takes Jimmy to the Paradice Project 
headquarters and shows him the Crakers for the 
first time (pg. 302-306).

3. Oryx, not introduced to the story yet, is born seven 
to nine years after Jimmy. At about age six, she is sold 
to a man named Uncle En, leaving her home village to 
unknowingly enter a future of sex trafficking (pg. 115-119).

18. Jimmy and Oryx talk about the Paradice Project, 
and she asks him to promise he will take care of the 
Crakers if she ever has to leave. He promises he will 
take care of them (24 or 25, pg. 321-323).

19. Oryx leaves after their conversation, and the 
epidemic caused by the BlyssPluss pill begins. Oryx 
calls Jimmy crying, explaining she didn’t know the 
pills held the virus (pg. 324-325).

(Jimmy’s estimated age and page references are given in parenthesis.)
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25. In shock, Jimmy watches the news of the plague spreading 
slowly across the world. Soon, there is no humanity left to 
observe. He takes care of the Crakers and explains that Oryx is 
not coming back (24 or 25, pg. 340-350).
 

20. Jimmy airlocks the Paradice Project Compound. Crake 
calls him and tries to reassure him everything is fine while Jimmy 
argues there is a plague and that Crake is at fault. Jimmy waits, 
locking himself inside the office, until Crake knocks at the door 
of the RejoovenEssense bubble (24 or 25, pg. 325-327).

21. Crake is outside the Compound with 
Oryx, who is injured. He reasons with Jimmy 
to let them inside (pg. 328-329).

23. Jimmy shoots Crake in 
reaction (24 or 25, pg. 329).

24. Jimmy seals the inner door, keeping himself and 
the Crakers safely inside. Jimmy visits the Crakers three 
times a day and tries to bond with them. He tells them 
stories to explain aspects of life (24 or 25, pg. 338-341). 

26. Jimmy, now known as Snowman, leads the 
Crakers outside to the post-apocalyptic world. He 
shoots a few infected people and leads the group to 
the beach, their new home (24 or 25, pg. 350-354).

Transformation to Snowman

22. Once inside, Crake kills Oryx right in front 
of Jimmy (pg. 329).

30. After a few days, Snowman makes it to the 
RejoovenEsense Compound, the site of the Paradice 
Project. Memories rush through him as he raids nearby 
houses for food and supplies (pg. 227-233).

29. With his decision to leave the beach, Snowman 
tells the Crakers he is traveling to see Crake. He 
says he must go alone when the men and children 
protest (pg. 154-161).

27. Snowman wakes up and talks to the Crakers. The Craker 
children ask him about objects from the past they have found 
and want to hear stories (over 25, pg. 3-12).

28. Frequently nostalgic and upset about the past, 
Snowman decides to get drunk and wakes up hungover. 
He realizes he needs more supplies to survive. He would also 
like a spray gun for protection (pg. 148-152).  
 

31. While leaving a house, Snowman is bombarded 
by seven pigoons. He tries to scare them away, but 
they seem immune. A twister hits and scatters the 
animals. Snowman takes cover in the gatehouse until 
he falls asleep (pg. 234-238).

33. A voice answers Snowman on the radio (pg. 273)!

32. After the pigoons trap him, Snowman goes up the 
watchtower of the gatehouse to stare down at the pigoons 
and plan. He realizes he cut his foot while escaping the 
pigoons. He raids the cupboards for food and finds a windup 
radio that he speaks into, hoping for an answer (pg. 270-273).

34. Snowman climbs through the air vent to escape the pigoons. 
He then climbs through the chimney and drops down to the 
rampart walls surrounding the Compound. His plan works, but his 
injured foot worsens and causes him to limp (pg. 279-280).

36. Snowman finds the supplies he wants, such as a 
spraygun, a flashlight, food, water, painkillers, batteries, 
etc. He carries his belongings while limping to reach the 
Pleeblands outside the Compound. He reaches the beach again 
after many hours (pg. 357-359).

35. Snowman finally reaches the RejoovenEsense bubble-
dome. He sees the bodies of Oryx and Crake, cleans his 
injured foot, and falls asleep in his old suite (pg. 334-336).

37. Snowman learns that three other humans came to the 
beach while he was on his journey. Snowman reacts joyfully 
to this news from the Crakers. The next day, Snowman leaves 
the Crakers to find the other survivors. He sees a footprint 
and follows it to the three humans’ camp (pg. 364-374). 


